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+-----------------------------------------------+             +-------------------------------------------------+           

|                                               |             |                                                 |

|  Using a browser on another device, visit:    |             |  Scan this QR code              +------------+  |

|  example.com/device                           |             |  on another device              |[_]..  . [_]|  |

|                                               |             |                                 | .  ..   . .|  |

|  And enter the code:                          |     vs.     |                                 | . .  . ....|  |

|  WDJB-MJHT                                    |             |                                 |.   . . .   |  |

|                                               |             |  Confirmation code:             |[_]. ... .  |  |

+-----------------------------------------------+             |  WDJB-MJHT                      +------------+  |

                                                              |                    no means to scan a QR code?  |

                                                              +-------------------------------------------------+

Textual vs. non-textual





1. end-user mistypes verification_uri (or enters it to a search engine) and either
a. lands on a phishing site directly
b. lands on a search engine result page full of landmines, ends up on a phishing site anyway

2. enters the user_code and is presented with a phone number to call, a scripted scenario 
takes place

3. agent will first ask for an email address, with the end-user on the phone it is easy to drive 
the end-user’s attention away from the fact they’re being guided to hand over a password 
reset code to the agent (“magic” login link is another possibility)

4. agent is now authenticated, they can run the rest of their script (buy digital products with a 
saved payment method, attempt to upsell fake services, etc)

5. at the end of it the agent enters the right code (asks for it over the phone) at the 
verification_uri and the end-user is logged in on their consumption device, 
completely unaware of that they’ve just been wronged and their account was 
compromised

Description



● End-user initiated the authorization flow, not the attacker
● End-user has a legitimate stake in completing the authorization flow
● Improving consent or confirmation screens on the “other” device does nothing 

to prevent this type of attack
● End-user walks away satisfied and detection is delayed

Key points



What’s next?

● Is this an end-user problem?
○ Yup. There are warning posts along the way that the end-user ignored, but we could still do 

better
● If we preferred non-textual code transmission in our interfaces, end-user 

would not end up on a phishing site
● Implement password reset links, not password reset codes

Question: Other than QR code scanning (present in every default mobile phone 
“camera” app since a few major mobile OS versions ago), what other convenient 
and readily available non-textual code transmission method can we recommend?


